
Outdoor & Leisure
Fire-point Cabinets

British Made

Bespoke Fire  Protection Equipment
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Insulated Fire Hose Reel
Cabinet



Constructed of UV-stabilized MDPE, our new rotationally-moulded range of fire-point
cabinets are built to withstand the most hostile of environments. Our new Fire Hose-
reel cabinet is no exception; the standard product now boasts an insulated interior in
addition to the  galvanised cradle, making this equipment a must-have for any coastal
or mountainous region- the days of draining down this equipment for the winter months
can be finally be consigned to history. For the harsh sub-zero regions, the optional heater
will cut in automatically but you don’t need to worry about your heating bill; this highly-

efficient insulated system ensures that it will switch itself off just as fast. The required warning signage is all supplied as
standard onto the prepared  surfaces

Accessories - The HR500 is available with a range of equipment designed to ensure your Organisation will comply with
Fire Legislation - all fixings externally are  provided with solid brass or stainless steel inserts moulded-in as standard.

Automatic Fire Alarm - The alarm unit performs a dual role; this device produces over 100dB and meets
legislation requiring that Fire-points must have a Means of  Raising the Alarm - only this alarm goes further
- it has an integral strobe light to assist identifying the correct Extinguisher in the dark during  emergency.
This alarm has also proved an effective  deterrent to person’s intent on tampering/theft.

Sentinel: HR500
Fire-point Cabinet

HR500 - Outdoor & Leisure Fire-point Hose Reel Cabinet: Technical & Specifications
Overall Height (with Solar Beacon) 940mm (1043mm)
Footprint Minimum (max) 869 x 566mm
Over-centre Draw-latch Polypropylene Compound, Glass Fibre Reinforced
Capacity 1 x19mm x 30 metres or 60 metres, 1 x 25mm x 30 metres
Mounting Base 900 X 600 X 50mm (pressed and machined concrete)
Warning Decals - Standard Site Specific

Cheshire Fire reserves the right to change specifications without formal notice.

protecting your protection
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Lever valve to site 
MDPE pipe

Tamper-evident 
glass-reinforced nylon

latches

Automatic alarm system
with strobe

Brass spindle 
and bearing housing

19mm or 25mm fire hose

Site-specific
signage

Automatic solar
powered beacon

Galvanised 
hose reel cradle

High value
insulation

Fully moulded 
and insulated lower
cabinet

240 vac heater with
automatic frost-stat

Galvanised base
plate

Pressed concrete base - 
pre-engineered for electrical
and water inlet

Automatic Solar-powered Beacon -
Practically, it’s not always possible to
mount your Fire-point  cabinet under a
light - yet legislation states ‘Fire-point
Cabinets must be visible at all 

times’ this  highly-efficient device will ensure 
your Fire-point is still visible over 200 metres 
away - and  automatically recharges  itself 
during the day.




